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Wunderkammer (noun, german) = Cabinet of Curiosities

Ancestors of Museums, Cabinets of Curiosities celebrated the rare 
and the extraordinary. 

Translating this spirit into fine jewellery, we used rare stones, 
like iridescent opals, and unusual stones, like uncut diamonds. We 
mixed the precious with the non precious, bone skulls with gold 

mounted opals and simple cotton prayer threads with diamond charms. 

We paid homage to myths and all things spiritual with diamond 
crosses and enameled faith pendants.

Drawing inspiration from India, where our pieces are made, we 
created brightly colored braided bracelets, earrings and necklaces. 

We also named our new gold charms after the bazaars of Jaipur.

We didn’t forget men and for the modern aesthete we made bracelets, 
cufflinks and tie pins.

This collection is for women, and men, who want to feel beautiful 
and unique. 





Ant / ring
€ 796

Spider / ring
€ 1057

Scarab / ring 
€ 915



Star / Evil Eye
 necklaces
€ 123 each

Hand of Fatima / Dagger / Lotus Flower / 



Hand of Fatima / Evil Eye / Lotus Flower
charms

€ 113 each



Oscar / tie pin
€ 225

Oscar / cufflinks
€ 885



Fluo Pompom / bracelet
€ 73 each

Pompom / bracelet
€ 23 each



Cosima / ring
€ 292

Cosima / ring
€ 242



Ganesh / pendant
€ 195

Cross / pendant
€ 178

Allah / pendant
€ 170



“The true man wants two things : danger and play.”

Nietzsche 
€ 110

/ cufflinks Nietzsche / bracelet
€ 88



Munni / rings
€ 85 each

Munni / charms
€ 50 each



Tak / necklace
€ 115



Mystery / earrings
€ 1021

Cleopatra / ring
€ 333



Lady Corleone / bracelet
€ 1598



Hand of Fatima 
& star
€ 365

Evil Eye, Lotus, 
Hand & Dagger

€ 743

Evil Eye, Hand
& Dagger
€ 528

Evil Eye 
& Dagger
€ 330



Vanity / necklaces
€ 75 each



Tak / earrings
€ 63 each



Kishanpole / charm
€ 70 

Tripolia / charm
€ 70 

Bapu / charm
€ 70 

Johari / charm
€ 70 



1001 Nights / necklace
€ 1013

101 Nights / necklace
€ 562



Evil Eye / earrings
€ 197

Star / earrings
€ 197

Hand of Fatima / earrings
€ 197

Dagger / earrings
€ 197

Lotus / earrings
€ 197



Magdalena / ring
€ 826

Magdalena / necklace
€ 1650

Magdalena / earrings
€ 405



Elephant
€ 475

 / charm

Camilla
€ 208

 / charm

Schubert
€ 108

 / charm

Lamu / charm
€ 318

Lili
€ 140
 / charm



Ophelia / b
€ 405

racelet
Ophelia / necklace

€ 416

Ophelia /ring
€ 633



Lili / bracelet
€ 746 each

Lili / ring
€ 345 each

Lili / tie pin
€ 310



Fanny Boucher was born in Lorraine, France. She studied
philosophy, literature, history and languages in Paris.

Fanny visited India for the first time in 2005. A few months later
she moved to Jaipur and worked at the legendary Gem Palace for
three years before launching her own fine jewellery brand.

She draws her inspiration from art, history and myths, creating
delicate pieces that women can wear during the day and never take
off.

Fanny chooses each stone herself and follows each step of the
manufacturing process. 

“Fine jewellery requires a lot of dedication. It’s not only the
gems and the gold, it’s also the work that goes into making each
piece, and making sure it’s perfect.”

Fanny studied gemology at the Gemological Institute of America
(GIA). She lives between Europe and India.

THE DESIGNER


